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Abstract. Pervasive Display Networks is an ongoing research activity at NEC 

Laboratories Europe that aims at providing a service platform for a collection of 

intelligent and networked displays that adapt to changes in the real world. 

Pervasive Display Networks provide personalized and context-aware services to 

end-users in various environments. The IST SENSEI project develops a global 

context and actuator framework for the Real World Internet. In this paper we 

describe a demonstrator that has been developed as an application case study 

with two main objectives: (1) explore public display services and show how 

such services can benefit from the SENSEI and the Real World Internet, and (2) 

support an initial requirement analysis for future platforms for public display 

services. 

1 Introduction  

Digital Signage (DS) is a fast growing market for products replacing traditional 

paper-bound posters with electronic public displays. DS owes it success to the 

reduction of costs associated with printing and replacing printed signs. Applications 

range from product advertisement, in-store kiosk systems, information displays to 

entertainment applications. Especially advertising content is already ubiquitous and 

constitutes an important driver for investing in DS solutions. Although public displays 

can be updated more dynamically, they usually do not take the dynamics of their real 

world environment into account. Exploiting the context of the physical environment 

however, has two main benefits: (1) information and content can be directly targeted 

to individuals and groups, and (2) networked displays can collectively act as a more 

user-friendly service front-end than mobile phones – consider for instance screen real 

estate and visual attention.  

Pervasive Display Networks (PDN) is an ongoing research activity in our lab with 

two main objectives: (1) obtaining requirements and demonstrating the benefits of a 

context and actuator framework as being developed in SENSEI1, and supporting an 

initial requirement analysis for a context-aware service platform for public displays.  

In this paper we present our PDN prototype and explain its use of a SENSEI-based 

context management system (Section 2). We then discuss context management 

                                                           
1  http://www.ict-sensei.org/ 

http://www.ict-sensei.org/
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requirements (section 3) and challenges for context-aware public display services and 

their impact on a Real World Internet infrastructure (Section 4).  

2 Pervasive Display Networks Demo Scenario 

An important goal of our PDN prototype was to choose both technologies and an 

application domain with the potential for fast commercialization. We have thus 

chosen targeted advertisement as our initial application domain [5] and have restricted 

ourselves to sensing technologies (Bluetooth) that can be readily used. The PDN 

prototype consists of four concrete scenes that can be described as follows: 

[S1]: Targeted Content – target content at nearby individuals or groups 

[S2]: Interactive Content – augment content to support interaction 

[S3]: Dynamic Guidance – use a network of public displays to collectively 

provide value added services 

[S4]: Context-Aware Checkout – augment legacy applications to deliver context 

The overall scenario assumes that several displays are deployed in a large shop or 

shopping mall and that the services provided via the display networks have 

knowledge about the interests of customers, e.g. via history information from 

customer loyalty reward schemes or an electronic shopping list. 

In [S1] content changes as people approach the display recommending products 

matching their interests. The displays recognize nearby users via their Bluetooth 

enabled mobile phones. Such targeted content is augmented with a QR-code 

providing mobile access to secondary content providing additional information and 

services related to the products  (see Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Left: Display showing content targeted based on nearby people. The lower left corner 

shows a QR code that can be used to access additional services on the mobile. On the top left a 

navigation arrow is shown. Right: A mobile handset showing the control interface for the 

navigation service. 

In [S2] secondary content is accessed. Among other services, it offers the 

possibility to claim a personal discount on the advertised product in form of a barcode 

coupon. A navigation service leads customers to the shop selling the product. 

In [S3] the customer activates the navigation support on his mobile phone 

requesting the displays to guide them to the shop. Directions are displayed as arrows 

on the display pointing in the right direction whenever the customer approaches one 

of the displays. 
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In [S4] the customer arrives at the shop and buys the product. At the checkout the 

coupon is directly scanned from the mobile device and the personal discount is 

directly applied. More importantly the scan is also interpreted as location information 

that is used as a trigger to stop the navigation service and corresponding output.  

3 Requirements on Context Management 

The PDN prototype requires various context information such as user proximity and 

location, preferences and shopping history. This context information is managed by 

our Context Management Framework (CMF).  

For the implemented prototype, the Local Area Context System (LACS) variant of 

the CMF [3] that manages local context information is of particular importance. The 

CMF-LACS consists of Context Agents that are responsible for acquiring context 

from sensors, processing and storing it. Agents dynamically collaborate in clusters of 

public displays providing access to context information that is sensed locally and 

collectively processed among them. A high-level interface is realized by our Context 

Access Language (CALA), a distributed query language optimized for accessing 

context information in a distributed system. CALA queries can be issued to a Context 

Agent using XML-RPC. Context agents on public displays track users via their 

personal Bluetooth (BT) device in a privacy preserving way [5]. In addition the 

checkout system provides barcode scan events that can be used to infer the user’s 

location and activity. This information is used to stop navigation support [S4]. 

Our work shows that context-aware services require local context management in 

which information is kept as local as possible and is only provided to third parties if 

necessary. This is important both for reducing network traffic and protecting the 

privacy of users. For instance, the proximity context is only required for local 

decision making on what content to show  

In addition it should be possible to exchange context information between local 

systems as well as between third party service providers. A wide area context system 

(WACS) as developed in SENSEI [6] would provide such functionalities. In the 

context of public display services, a WACS system could provide information such as 

preferences and shopping histories, or activities of other users. Vice versa a WACS 

system distributes selected local information in a wider scope for advanced services, 

e.g. a public display infrastructure could be used to show coded messages on nearby 

displays messages between friends based on their location and activity. 

4 Towards Distributed Display Services 

Many systems have been built that provide similar features as our PDN prototype 

[2]. However, there is little research that considers networks of displays as a frontend 

for distributed service execution (cf. [4]) or considers the problem of context 

management in this domain and beyond (cf. [1]).  

We think that future display service platforms will need to be based on a variety of 

sensor and context information and will need to support personalized and context-
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aware services that run not only on a single display, but on a network of displays and 

provide a consistent user experience for mobile users in their vicinity. The dynamic 

guidance service implemented in the prototype is a first step in this direction, but the 

real challenge is in developing the overall system that supports a well defined model 

for generic distributed, context-aware display service execution. 

5 Summary 

We have described our Pervasive Display Network (PDN) prototype that has been 

designed and implemented with the objectives of (1) developing a context-aware 

public display service platform, and (2) learn about the requirements of a context 

middleware that supports such a platform. The middleware should support local 

context management and controlled exchange of context in a privacy preserving way. 

We believe that a coherent approach to local and wide area context management as 

developed in the IST project SENSEI provides a basis for novel and innovative 

services. Context-aware digital signage as explored in the Pervasive Display 

Networks activity with its applications in targeted advertisement provides an 

interesting domain with promising business potential that should be further explored. 
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